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The so-called cortical silent period (CSP) refers to the temporary interruption of electromyographic signal from a muscle

following a motor-evoked potential (MEP) triggered by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) over the primary motor

cortex (M1). The neurophysiological origins of the CSP are debated. Previous evidence suggests that both spinal and

cortical mechanisms may account for the duration of the CSP. However, contextual factors such as cortical fatigue,

experimental procedures, attentional load, as well as neuropathology can also influence the CSP duration. The present

paper summarizes the most relevant evidence on the mechanisms underlying the duration of the CSP, with a particular

focus on the central role of the basal ganglia in the “direct” (excitatory), “indirect” (inhibitory), and “hyperdirect” cortico-

subcortical pathways to manage cortical motor inhibition. We propose new methods of interpretation of the CSP related, at

least partially, to the inhibitory hyperdirect and indirect pathways in the basal ganglia. This view may help to explain the

respective shortening and lengthening of the CSP in various neurological disorders.
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1. Introduction

Performing a movement involves more than just trains of muscular activations. A complex and finely tuned interplay

between muscle excitation and inhibition is essential even for very simple movements. One of the most direct marks of

motor inhibition, typically measured through transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), is the cortical silent period (CSP) 

. The CSP is measured through electromyographic signal recording (EMG) on a target muscle and refers to the period

of EMG silence following the elicitation of a motor-evoked potential (MEP) through a single TMS pulse delivered over the

contralateral primary motor cortex (M1). Using electrical stimulation, pioneering animal electrophysiology documented the

existence of CSP, indicating that excitability of cortical neurons can be reduced after brief and strong stimulation  and

that inhibition lasts for 150–300 ms . Similar results have been obtained in human subjects, showing that electrical

stimulation of the cerebral cortex through the scalp can elicit CSPs , as well as transient functional deficits . In

parallel with improved comfort for participants , the introduction of TMS instead of electrical stimulation to study the

characteristics of the CSP allowed the implementation of non-invasive, painless, and more spatiotemporally precise

experimental protocols. For instance, one of the most established protocols in the study of cortico-spinal excitability is

based on the measurement of single CSPs following a well-controlled MEP elicited by a supra-threshold single-pulse TMS

delivered on M1. For both electrical stimulation and TMS, the effects of cortical stimulation on the CSP can be assessed

through EMG (see Figure 1B). Nevertheless, despite the largely established reproducibility of the CSP as a direct effect of

TMS-induced MEPs and its commonly accepted reliability as a measure of neural inhibition, the neurophysiological origins

of the CSP are still under debate. Revealing such origins may boost the understanding of the alterations of the CSP as

often observed in several neurological diseases , possibly linked to physiological or anatomical dysfunctions at the

level of the basal ganglia.
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Figure 1. The inhibitory hyperdirect pathway contributes to the CSP

duration. (A) Schematic representation of the spinal components of the CSP. Excitation of M1 through single TMS pulse

reaches spinal interneuronal circuits, which in turn excite hand muscles. The four spinal mechanisms presented in the

scheme contribute only to the first 50 ms of the CSP. (B) Schematic representation of the TMS coil stimulation in M1. (C)

Example of an MEP. The red lines represent the usual limit defined for the CSP. “t ” and “t ” stand for the duration elicited

by the spinal and the cortical part, respectively, and the arrow represents the TMS pulse artifact. (D) Simplified schematic

diagram of the CBGTC loop, at least partially accounting for the later part of the CSP. Abbreviations: Str: striatum; STN:

subthalamic nucleus; GPe: external segment of the globus pallidus; GPi: internal segment of the globus pallidus; SNr:

substantia nigra pars reticulata; Th: thalamus.

2. Neural Mechanisms of CSP
2.1. Basal Ganglia Involvement in Motor Control and CSP

The basal ganglia interact with different cortical areas, with M1 as the principal output target . Different circuits exist

between cortical areas and basal ganglia, each having specific functions. The signals originating in the cortex arrive to the

thalamus, which then returns processed signal to motor areas . Traditionally, two major neural pathways have been

described, the “direct” and the “indirect” pathways , as parts of the CBGTC loop . As presented in a simplified

schematic way in Figure 1, the direct and indirect pathways have opposite effects. In the direct pathway, excitatory signals

from M1 are sent to a specific sub-area of the striatum. The neurons receiving these signals are inhibitory and send

inhibitory projections to the internal part of the globus pallidus and to the substantia nigra pars reticulata. Being inhibited,

the neurons in the globus pallidus/substantia nigra do not inhibit the thalamus, which in return activates the cortex. Such a

direct pathway mainly leads to the activation of M1. In the indirect pathway, excitatory signals from M1 are sent to other

specific sub-areas of the striatum again. The neurons receiving these signals are inhibitory and send inhibitory projections

to the external part of the globus pallidus, which is inhibited and then does not activate inhibitory projections to the internal

part of the globus pallidus/substantia nigra. Thus, the globus pallidus/substantia nigra is disinhibited and, in turn, can

inhibit the thalamus through GABA inhibitory projections . The inhibited thalamus does not activate in return the cortex.

Such an indirect pathway mainly leads to inhibition of the motor cortices. In this context, there is no clear evidence that

TMS over M1 activates either pathway. The neuronal excitation resulting from the TMS-associated rapid discharge of the

magnetic field could potentially activate both pathways, but the result of such activation would not lead to a clear inhibition

of M1. Preliminary experiments with monkeys and rats have enlightened the involvement of the subthalamic nucleus

excitation on the globus pallidus and with motor control . Furthermore, Nambu et al.  presented the functional

significance of the “hyperdirect” pathway for motor control. Such a hyperdirect pathway bypasses the striatum involved in

the direct and indirect pathways but converges in the internal part of the globus pallidus . The hyperdirect pathway has

a critical role in the CBGTC loop for the development of mature inhibition , is non-selective , and is associated

with successful reactive inhibition . Excitatory projections from motor areas arrive in the subthalamic nucleus, the

activation of which leads to excitatory projections to the globus pallidus/substantia nigra. Activated as in the indirect

pathway, the globus pallidus/substantia nigra send inhibitory projections to the thalamus, leading to suppression of

thalamo-cortical output. In their model, Nambu et al.  propose that the hyperdirect pathway is the first circuit activated,
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before direct and indirect, when a voluntary movement is prepared and might play a role with the indirect pathway for

inhibition of irrelevant motor programs. Accordingly, it has also been proposed that the hyperdirect pathway is a way to

block rapidly a “Go” process , possibly in coordination with the inhibitory indirect pathway .

Based on this evidence, we propose that the cortical compounds of the CSP are due to the propagation of the activation

signal from the TMS pulse in M1 to the CBGTC loop. In response to the strong and abrupt activation in M1, the

hyperdirect pathway would generate a substantial inhibition in the thalamus. Possibly in coordination with the indirect

pathway, the inhibition generated in the thalamus would be responsible for the late aspects of the CSP, at least. Such a

role of the hyperdirect pathway might also be limited to high-intensity TMS pulse, as low intensity TMS pulses are more

sensible to instruction or voluntary control . Since the hyperdirect pathway is a faster response to motor command in

the CBGTC loop with respect to the other two pathways, and the main purpose of the hyperdirect pathway is inhibition, it

seems reasonable that it can contribute to the inhibition post TMS-pulse excitation. The duration of the inhibition

generated would be coherent with the inhibitory GABAergic neurotransmitter present in globus pallidus/substantia nigra

stimulated after the activation of the subthalamic nucleus. Graphical representations of the spinal and cortical

physiological contributions to the CSP are depicted in Figure 1.

At the cortico-subcortical level, we took into account the CBGTC loop connecting M1 and basal ganglia only in the same,

ipsilateral hemisphere. However, several experiments demonstrate the influence of the contralateral hemisphere on the

CSP. First, an elongation of the CSP is observed with subjects without transcallosal projections . The role of the basal

ganglia in transcallosal communication for M1 inhibition is not set, as deep brain stimulation of the internal globus pallidus,

leading to activation of the corticospinal neurons via the internal capsule, does not lead to motor effects . Further

studies have to investigate the interplay between the basal ganglia and transcallosal effects on the CSP in order to

understand better the role of the corpus callosum in visuomotor coordination.

2.2. Hyperdirect Pathway and Motor Neurological Disorders Influencing CSP

Animal research showed that Parkinson’s disease is linked to a weakening of cortico-subthalamic connections, probably

due to lower dopamine activity , confirming the importance of the hyperdirect pathway and dopamine distribution in the

onset of Parkinson’s disease. It is likely that the beneficial effects of dopamine intake on the CSP (elongation)

counterbalancing the deficits due to Parkinson’s disease (shortening CSP) could derive from neural dynamics occurring in

the subthalamic nucleus . It has been shown that electrical stimulation of the ventral part of the subthalamic nucleus

can stabilize the symptoms of Parkinson’s disease , probably stimulating dopamine release, and thus indirectly

elongating the CSP. This is even less surprising as the ventral part of the subthalamic nucleus accounts for arm and hand

control , and as most CSP determination for Parkinson’s disease patients is conducted for the muscle of this region.

However, broader generalizations of these findings have to be taken with caution. Even if deep brain stimulation of the

subthalamic nucleus is a common treatment against Parkinson’s disease , subthalamic nucleus stimulation alone

does not affect the duration of the CSP and therefore the smoothness of motor execution . This support the idea that

the inhibition generating the CSP should originate in cortical areas, projecting then to the subthalamic nucleus. Unlike

Parkinson’s disease, for Huntington’s disease the role of the subthalamic nucleus is debated. Schroll et al.  do not

present results showing that Huntington’s disease is due to the lesion of the subthalamic nucleus or dysfunction in

dopamine circuitry. At the same time, a study on mice with hypo-functioning hyperdirect pathway presents hyperkinesic

symptoms specific to Huntington’s disease . The neurological dysfunction of Huntington’s disease are often re-

evaluated , and the hyperdirect pathway might still be relevant in the understanding of the disease and the related

effects observed on the CSP. For dystonia, it is worth noting that dystonic symptoms might result from maladaptive

neuroplasticity in thalamo-basal circuits , which would provide already “distorted” signals to the cortex. This could be

reflected in unbalanced exchanges between the hyperdirect and indirect pathways, which may explain the development of

dystonic behaviors  in parallel with a hyperfunctional direct pathway . Finally, acute ischemic stroke leading to

hemiballism-hemichorea, a movement disorder characterized by possible violent involuntary movement, has been shown

to be associated with lesion in the subthalamic nucleus and the hyperdirect pathway .

In sum, the TMS pulse over M1 could lead first to activation of the inhibitory hyperdirect pathway in the CBGTC loop. The

CSP observed after an MEP seems to be the consequence of the inhibition due to first the hyperdirect pathway and then

the inhibitory indirect pathway. This hypothesis is reinforced by evidence showing pathological duration of the CSP in

motor neurological disorders associated with the CBGTC loop.

3. Conclusions

We put emphasis on the anatomo-functional origins of the CSP. In our view, the CSP is determined by both spinal and

cortico-subcortical mechanisms. The spinal components account for up to the first 150 ms of the CSP. Then, despite
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spinal inhibition, cortical mechanisms also influence the CSP, as a mark of M1 inhibition, mediated by GABAergic neurons

after an important cortical activation eliciting MEPs. The role of this inhibition is to prevent unwanted movements from

occurring. Behavioral and cognitive factors can influence the CSP duration, as well as motor and non-motor neurological

disorders. Many of these disorders present anomalies in the basal ganglia, suggesting a central role of this region in

determining the characteristics of the CSP. Given that (i) motor output is mediated by the CBGTC loop and (ii) the

hyperdirect pathway in the CBGTC loop has important interactions with the indirect pathway for motor inhibition, we

propose that the later part of the CSP is mainly influenced by the inhibition induced by the interactions of hyperdirect and

indirect pathways crossing at the level of the basal ganglia. A better comprehension of a multifaceted origin of the CSP

might lead to better understanding of the physiopathology of motor and non-motor neurological disorders.
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